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Figure 1: Characters exhibiting the secondary animation categories of swaying (snowman’s scarf, girl’s hair), jiggling (leaves, bear’s tutu), trailing
motion (dragon’s body, octopus’s tentacles, airplane’s banner) and respecting collisions (dancer’s dress).

ABSTRACT
When bringing animated characters to life, artists often aug-
ment the primary motion of a figure by adding secondary
animation – subtle movement of parts like hair, foliage or
cloth that complements and emphasizes the primary motion.
Traditionally, artists add secondary motion to animated illustra-
tions only through arduous manual effort, and often eschew it
entirely. Emerging “live” performance applications allow both
novices and experts to perform the primary motion of a char-
acter, but only a virtuoso performer could manage the degrees
of freedom needed to specify both primary and secondary
motion together. This paper introduces physically-inspired
rigs that propagate the primary motion of layered, illustrated
characters to produce plausible secondary motion. These com-
posable elements are rigged and controlled via a small number
of parameters to produce an expressive range of effects. Our
approach supports a variety of the most common secondary ef-
fects, which we demonstrate with an assortment of characters
of varying complexity.
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INTRODUCTION
Animations of illustrated characters are a popular and long-
standing form of visual storytelling. Traditionally, creating
such animations has been a painstaking process that involves
specifying and refining the motion of characters, typically
via keyframes. However, in recent years, animated story-
telling from performances has become increasingly common.
Cartoon characters have started to appear “live” on stream-
ing platforms and broadcast TV (e.g., Disney’s Star Butterfly
on Facebook Live [18] and cartoon Donald Trump on The
Late Show with Stephen Colbert [20]). Messaging services
like Snapchat allow users to create and share animated selfie
videos. Popular storytelling apps like Toontastic [36] and
Princess Fairy Tale Maker [19] allow children to act out short
animations. Since these applications require fast, easy, and
in some cases, live authoring capabilities, keyframe-driven
animation is not appropriate. Instead, users author such ani-
mations by directly performing character movements, often in
a single unedited take.

Although performance-driven animations can be very engag-
ing, they often lack the expressiveness and nuance of hand-
authored results. In particular, a critical aspect of creating
expressive animated characters is the presence of secondary
motion, the small movements of parts like hair, clothing, tails,
and fur that complement and emphasize the primary motion of
the character (Figure 1). Although well-designed performance-
driven animation interfaces help users author primary motions,
specifying them together with secondary motions is not easy
due to the many degrees of freedom that must be manipulated
simultaneously. In many cases, multiple different types of
secondary motion may be composed on the same part (e.g.,
tentacles that follow the primary motion of an octopus and
then swing back to a rest pose when the octopus stops). The
problem becomes even harder when we want different parts
to plausibly interact with each other while responding to envi-
ronmental forces like wind or gravity.



While secondary motion is important for all styles of character
animation, we focus specifically on 2D animation, where
characters are composed of a set of individual layers that
represent different parts (e.g., head, limbs, torso). To animate
such characters, users either transform layers continuously
(e.g., via non-rigid warping) or swap out artwork for a given
layer to change its appearance more dramatically (e.g., closed
fist becomes an open hand). Most motion graphics, many
popular modern cartoons (e.g., South Park, Archer, Bojack
Horseman, Daniel Tiger), and all of our examples are created
in this style. The goal of our work is to enhance the appeal of
live performed 2D animation with secondary motion.

Our approach is to define a set of composable rigs – Follow rig,
Rest pose rig, and Collision rig – that automatically propagate
motion between different parts or layers of a character in a way
that produces convincing and controllable secondary anima-
tion at performance time. These rigs have four key beneficial
qualities:

Easy. To create one of our rigs, users annotate the character to
specify how parts are attached and which points can deform
independently. By simplifying the rigging process, we enable
users to quickly add secondary effects to new characters. We
also streamline the parameter tuning process by exposing a
small set of parameters that nonetheless support a wide range
of effects.

Composable. Multiple rigs can be applied to the same charac-
ter to induce secondary animations that compose the effects of
different motion propagation methods.

Plausible. Our rigs use physical simulation to propagate mo-
tion in a plausible manner. The resulting secondary motion
exhibits qualities such as oscillation and inertia that help em-
phasize the primary motion of the character. Moreover, the
use of simulation enables secondary parts to respond naturally
to external forces like wind, gravity and collisions.

Modular. While our approach relies on physical simulation
to produce secondary motions, our rigs accommodate chang-
ing the simulation process as appropriate. As a result, our
approach can leverage the ever-evolving state-of-the-art in
simulation techniques and even combine multiple underlying
simulations in the same system to capitalize on the unique
benefits of each method.

We evaluated our approach in two ways. First, we demonstrate
the expressive range of our composable rigs in the context of
twelve different example scenes, seven of which are depicted
in Figure 1. Second, we conducted an exploratory user study
with both novice and experts animators. The feedback suggests
that our rigs would be useful in practice for creating a variety
of secondary effects. Finally, while our approach is designed
to augment performed primary motion with semi-automatic
secondary animation, it could also reduce the arduous manual
effort required to add secondary motion in 2D animations that
are authored via more traditional offline/keyframed pipelines.

RELATED WORK
The benefits of performance-driven animation have been rec-
ognized for decades [55], but this approach still lags behind

the more deliberate offline/keyframed workflow in both re-
search and practice. Previous work on performed animation
focuses mainly on primary motion, whereas procedural and
physically-based methods for secondary animation emphasize
offline/keyframed animations. Our work draws on these ef-
forts to create interactive techniques that enhance the appeal
of performed 2D animations through secondary motion.

Performed animation. Performed animations benefit from
the proliferation of digital inputs such as motion capture [50],
video puppetry [9], touch interfaces [25, 38], and sketch-
ing [22, 30]. In many cases, mapping human performances
onto animated characters relies on geometry warping tech-
niques such as deformation transfer [51] and as rigid as pos-
sible [4] which are employed to deform artwork using the
movement of just a few dedicated manipulation handles [25,
52]. Our approach builds on a similar strategy by controlling
secondary rigs with a sparse set of handles using the real-time
approach introduced by Jacobson et al. [27]. Unlike these
systems, our interactive technique focuses on secondary ani-
mation instead of primary motion.

Interactive games also support performance-driven animation.
Machinima uses gameplay as a performance for animated
storytelling [37]. The best games seek to strengthen appeal
by augmenting primary motions with secondary effects for
hair, clothing, and natural phenomena. However, most games
are closed systems with a fixed set of characters and specific
movements. Game developers plan ahead by tuning behaviors
for the particular motions in the game. In contrast, our goal
is to enhance performed storytelling with user-generated art-
work and performances. We seek to reduce the complexity of
enhancing performances with pleasing secondary effects for
any illustration.

Procedural animation. Procedural creation of secondary an-
imation has been used extensively in commercial software
[3, 45, 53] and animation systems [6, 17]. Another such sys-
tem, Draco, offers the ability to create dynamic illustrations
with kinetic textures that follow either global or local motion
properties [32]. Since these animations are procedural (i.e.,
rule-based), Kitty [31] allows the user to encode rules for
various types of physical interactions allowing the motion to
respond to these situations. Motion Amplifiers [33] and En-
ergy Brushes [57] reveal that these effects emerge naturally
with physically based procedures, shape-matching [40] and
particle simulation, respectively. These three works present a
compelling vision for the new medium of dynamic illustration
that embellishes static pictures with looping animations and
dynamic effects.

Our approach pursues an analogous direction for performance-
based animation with a different set of demands. Since live
animation does not have a post-processing stage, it cannot
benefit from sketching or other offline interactions. The sys-
tem must react to free-form performances that may require
coordination between multiple layers or collisions with the
environment. In contrast, Draco and Motion Amplifiers apply
follow-through and secondary effects to predefined motions
with known trajectories instead of online, performed anima-



tions with unknown motions [32, 33]. While the secondary
amplifier in Motion Amplifiers could potentially generate jig-
gling effects for performed motions, it does not handle external
forces like collisions, gravity, wind, etc. that are critical in
many performed settings [33]. Our solution presents the nec-
essary rigging that accommodates these conditions providing
plausible secondary motion for unknown primary motion with-
out requiring a post-processing stage.

Physically-based animation. In offline/keyframe animation
software, simulation is a go-to method for automatic sec-
ondary animation of hair [8, 47, 58], cloth [41], collisions [39],
and many others. For instance, Jakobsen [29] incorporates
physics into 3D character movement. Umetani et al.[54] in-
troduce position-based elastic rods that allow simulations of
wire meshes, pendulums and twisted rods. Another technique
by Kondo et al.[34] proposes directable animation of elastic
objects which defines the specific shape of the deformable ob-
ject, while maintaining a plausible realism. Stam [49] creates
Nucleus as an attempt to unify the above techniques within a
single simulation system.

When using simulation in storytelling, artists demand con-
trol over the final motion, but few published works examine
this problem in the context of a performance-driven workflow.
Barzel and colleagues introduced the concept of plausible
physics as a general approach for resolving the tension be-
tween artistic control and physical validity [10, 12]. This idea
is put to use for elastics in the context of keyframe animation
with approaches such as TRACKS [13], rig-space physics [23],
and artist-directed dynamics [7]. PhysInk pursues a related
goal within a physically based sketching system [46]. Building
on the findings in these papers, we base our approach within a
constrained dynamics formulation [11, 56], which gives us a
general-purpose mechanism for delivering plausible secondary
effects that also track performance-induced constraints.

Simulations assume full knowledge of the system, including
geometry and other properties. This requirement makes it
difficult to apply simulation to a layered composition of 2D
artwork. Jain et al.[28] propose using 3D proxies for hand-
drawn characters to combine 3D simulations of secondary
motion with 2D animated characters. Guay et al.[21] add
dynamics to sketch-based characters by drawing input strokes
which are used to simulate a 3D character motion matching
that dynamic line. Our interactive technique defines the rig-
ging needed for the most common categories of secondary
motion in layered animation.

Commercial Tools. Most commercial tools, such as Maya
and AfterEffects [1, 5], are designed for offline, rather than
online (performed) animation. While these tools (and others
[24, 26]) support general physical simulation, which can gen-
erate secondary effects, doing so requires extensive low-level
setup. Users must manually specify spatially varying physical
properties across 2D/3D models or define mass spring systems
from scratch and specify how motion propagates to the model.
A key contribution of our work is a simple but powerful rig-
ging system that leverages physical simulation and makes it
easier to create secondary effects for layered 2D art. We are

not aware of commercial tools that offer similar benefits and
functionality.

SECONDARY ANIMATION CATEGORIES
To better understand the variety of secondary motions that
animators typically apply to 2D illustrated characters, we
searched traditional animation books for descriptions of sec-
ondary effects. While these books cover secondary effects in
general, we did not find a specific list of secondary motion
categories. As a result, we curated a set of 29 short animations,
created using a layer-based approach, to identify concrete ex-
amples of these high-level principles. These examples are
between 30 seconds and 12 minutes long and include short
films, advertisements, TV series, and promotional videos. For
each animation, we first identified all instances of secondary
motion. While it is hard to pinpoint a very precise definition,
we looked for motions that exhibit follow-through, overlap-
ping action, or otherwise emphasize the primary motion of
an object or character. We found a total of 86 instances of
secondary motion that were mostly applied to tails, clothing,
hair, large appendages (e.g., ears), and hanging objects (e.g.,
necklaces, ties). All examples that we encountered can be
characterized into three main categories, which we describe in
detail below: swaying (37 instances), jiggling (43 instances),
and trailing motion (6 instances). While our curated set is
likely not comprehensive, it covers a wide range of common
secondary motions. Our supplemental materials include a de-
tailed list of all these instances, including the time when each
example takes place.

Swaying. Long skinny parts like necklaces, scarves or hair of-
ten sway or dangle in response to the main motion of the char-
acter. The characteristics of the swaying depend on the part in
question; heavier objects such as the tire swing in Dragon [14]
often sway in a slow, stiff manner, while lighter objects like the
crane’s necklace in The Heron and the Crane [43] often move
more freely. In some cases, the swaying of lighter objects
is exaggerated such that small movements of the character
turn into much larger swaying motions. For instance, small
movements of a fox’s hand while holding a cloth in The Fox
and the Hare are exaggerated as the end of the cloth sways
wildly [42]. In most cases, the swaying object returns to a rest
configuration in the absence of other external forces.

Jiggling. Many characters have small protrusions or ap-
pendages, like tufts of fur, spikes, or pieces of clothing, that
typically do not move rigidly with the character. Instead, they
continue to move once the character stops or changes direc-
tion. The result is a back-and-forth jiggling effect that adds
richness to the overall motion of the character. For example,
the rabbits’ ears in Dancing Rabbits jiggle as the rabbits hop
and dance [16]. Another instance is the hedgehog’s sack in
Hedgehog in the Fog which jiggles as the hedgehog walks [44].
As with swaying, the characteristics of the jiggling motion
vary with the properties of the relevant parts.

Trailing motion. Finally, some appendages, like tails and
tentacles, trail smoothly along behind the character as it moves.
We observed this type of trailing motion on the tails of foxes



Figure 2: Characters with parts that respect collisions. The fish deforms
when colliding with the bowl’s edge. The sleeve floats up when pushed
by the top of the arm.

in The Girl and the Fox [35] and The Fox and the Hare [42]. In
these examples, the appendage roughly follows the trajectory
of the character. In most cases, the length of the trailing part
stays approximately the same as it moves. However, squash
and stretch is sometimes applied to exaggerate the motion of
the character. For example, the tail of the fox in The Girl and
the Fox stretches as the fox gracefully jumps over the girl’s
head [35].

Physical forces. All of these secondary motions adhere to at
least an approximate notion of physics. In particular, moving
parts respect collisions and do not interpenetrate (Figure 2).
Also, they exhibit inertia and respond to external forces such
as wind, gravity and particles.

Combined effects. Furthermore, we found that the different
types of motion described above often occur in conjunction.
For example, a part that trails behind a character in motion
may then sway back into a rest pose once the character stops
moving. In addition, a part might sway in the wind while
colliding with rain particles falling from the sky.

WORKFLOW
To achieve the three types of secondary motion described
above, we introduce a set of composable, physically-inspired
rigs that propagate movement between different parts of an
illustrated character. Before we describe our rigs in detail, we
provide an overview of how characters are represented and
animated in our system.

Layered representation. Illustrated characters are defined by
a set of layers. The dancer in Figure 3 combines layers for
the body, shirt, and each dress fold. Our system represents
a layer with a textured triangle mesh, constructed from its
partially transparent raster image. The boundary for mesh
triangulation [48] surrounds a contiguous image region with
non-zero opacity. When this boundary is overly complex, the
system dilates the region to simplify its boundary, or to merge
multiple opaque islands into a single connected component.
We organize layers in a tree hierarchy in which every layer
except the root is attached to exactly one parent.

Handle deformations. To move each layer, we use the
bounded biharmonic weights method of Jacobson et al. [27],

which deforms the underlying layer mesh based on the posi-
tions and orientations of a set of handles. To determine the
deformation of the character, the user specifies control and
attachment handles. Control handles are directly controlled by
the user (e.g., via face tracking, body tracking, mouse, touch,
etc.) to specify the primary motion of the character. In our
results, we mainly show examples where control handles are
directly manipulated via mouse or touch interactions. Attach-
ment handles specify constraints between parent-child layers;
the attachment position on the child layer must always coin-
cide with the attachment position on the parent. A “hinge”
attachment allows the child layer to swivel at the attachment
point, while a “weld” attachment fixes both the position and
orientation of the child layer at the attachment point. Note that
attachment handles propagate motion from a parent to child
layers, so by default, when a parent part moves, its children
move rigidly with it. By specifying control and attachment
handles, the user can prepare a character for animation. At
performance-time, given the position and orientation of all con-
trol handles, we obtain an overall deformation for the entire
character (i.e., each layer mesh deforms in a specific way).

Adding secondary animation. To apply our secondary an-
imation rigs, the user adds two additional types of handles.
Origin handles inherit the primary motion of the character as
specified by the performance. They are either fixed to a layer
mesh, or they can be control handles that the user directly
performs. Response handles determine how primary motion is
propagated to different parts of the character. These handles
are either connected to each other or one or more origins, such
that each connected component of response handles contains
at least one origin. A set of origin and response handles gener-
ate secondary motion as follows. The primary motion of the
character updates the origin, which then propagates motion
to the connected response handles. As the response handles
move, they deform the underlying layer mesh. A response han-
dle can be tagged as ‘trailing,’ ‘rest,’ or both, which influences
how it moves in response to the primary motion. Examples of
the placement of these different handle types can be seen in
Figure 4. The following section describes the different config-
urations of origin and response handles for each of our rigs in
detail.

Figure 3: On the left, the dancer’s multiple layers are shown with vary-
ing opacities. The right image demonstrates the mesh created on the
yellow dress layer.



Figure 4: The different types of handles on the tutu of the ballerina bear.

METHOD
Our rigs allow the animator to achieve the various categories of
secondary motion described earlier. As noted in Related Work,
we leverage constrained dynamics as an underlying physical
simulation framework to generate motion. In particular, we
use the popular Box2D [15] implementation of 2D constrained
dynamics, which provides a set of useful low-level primitives
for specifying constraints, including springs, pivots and pris-
matic joints. We construct our secondary motion rigs with
these primitives. In particular, the origin and response handles
in our system correspond to point masses. We set these masses
to a constant value that we determined empirically and then
use Box2D to simulate the resulting physical system. While
we use Box2D in our default implementation, our approach
is not tied to any specific details of this particular version of
constrained dynamics. As we show later, our rigs can be used
with alternate constrained dynamics simulation methods.

A key contribution of our work is the design of the rigs, which
is the result of several iterations on the specific choice and
configuration of constraints for each rig type. At each step,
we considered the tradeoffs between robustness, predictability,
expressiveness, and how easy it is for users to author rigs
and control their behavior. Ultimately, we arrived at a simple
but flexible design that, in our view, achieves a good balance
between these attributes. The following sections describe our
rigs in detail.

Follow Rig
To produce trailing motion, we introduce a follow rig that pulls
a trailing appendage along a trajectory defined by the primary
motion of the character. For example, Figure 5a shows a follow
rig (purple) applied to the banner of an airplane character. To
construct the rig, the user specifies an origin handle (shown
in dark purple) and an ordered sequence of response handles
(shown in light purple and tagged as ‘trailing’) that run down
the midline of the trailing appendage. Since the deformation
of the appendage is fully determined by the set of handles,
adding more densely spaced handles results in a smoother,
more fluid motion. In our results, we did not use more than 15
handles in a single rig.

Given the set of appendage handles, the rig works as follows.
As the origin handle moves, we construct a set of reference
points (grey), one for each response handle (Figure 6a). The
reference points lie directly on the trajectory defined by the
motion of the origin. The exact positions of the reference
points are determined by a 1D spring simulation that aims to

keep the arc length distances between the handles the same
as in the rest pose of the appendage. At each frame, the arc
lengths returned by this simulation specify where the reference
points are placed along the origin trajectory. In early designs,
we directly attached response handles to the reference points,
which forced them to stay exactly on the primary motion
trajectory. However, we found the resulting motion was often
too smooth and regular. Thus, we attach response handles to
the reference points with springs to encourage the appendage
to follow along the origin trajectory. To increase the stability
of the rig, we also attach springs between each adjacent pair
of handles.

We expose a few parameters that affect how the trailing ap-
pendage moves. To vary the amount of squash and stretch
along the length of the appendage, the animator changes the
‘stretchiness’ which sets the stiffness of the 1D arc length
springs and the springs that directly connect adjacent handles.
At one extreme, this parameter forces the spacing between
handles to remain constant, and at the other extreme, the ap-
pendage is allowed to compress and stretch based on the mo-
tion of the origin. In Figure 1, the banner of the airplane keeps
near constant spacing between the handles while the octopus’s
tentacles allow more stretch and squash based on the speed of
the movement. In addition, the animator can change the ‘Fol-
low strength’ which is the strength of the connection springs
between the handles and reference points. A tight connection
is evident in the banner of the airplane, which strictly follows
the motion trajectory. The octopus’s tentacles have a loose
connection allowing them to drift farther from the motion tra-
jectory. Finally, we allow the user to specify a ‘Follow return
duration’ that controls how long it takes for the strength of the
springs between the response handles and reference points to
decay to zero once the primary motion stops. The shorter the
duration, the more quickly other forces (and rigs) can act on
the artwork once the character stops moving.

Rest Pose Rig
To generate swaying and jiggling motions, we introduce a
rest pose rig that allows parts of the character to exhibit iner-
tial behavior based on the primary motion while eventually
returning to a rest pose. Figure 5b shows such a rig (blue)
applied to the body of the ghost. The user specifies a set of

Figure 5: Three characters demonstrating each of our rigs.



(a) Follow rig.
Parameters:
Stretchiness: (tight) 0 - 100 (loose)
Follow strength: (loose) 1 - 100 (tight)
Follow return duration: 0 to infinity

(b) Rest pose rig (lattice).
Parameters:
Stretchiness: (tight) 0 - 100
(loose)
Rest strength: (loose) 1 - 100
(tight)

(c) Rest pose rig (rope).
Parameters:
Stretchiness: (tight) 0 - 100
(loose)
Rest strength: (loose) 1 - 100
(tight)

(d) Collision rig.
Parameters:
Stretchiness: (tight) 0 - 100
(loose)

Figure 6: Follow rig, Rest pose rig and Collision rig. In each instance, the light colored circles correspond to response handles and the dark colored
circles correspond to origin handles from which the primary motion propagates. (a) In the follow rig, the small gray circles are the reference points
that lie directly on the trajectory defined by the origin’s motion. Their arc lengths (L) are determined by the 1D rope simulation (left). The spring
constants (K) match those of the 1D rope simulation and those of the black springs between adjacent handles. The gray springs connect the handles
to the reference points on the follow path. (b) For the lattice rest pose rig, the gray circles show the reference points. The gray linear springs connect
the response handles directly to the reference points. (c) In the rope rest pose rig, the gray angular springs try to maintain the relative angles between
each pair of adjacent handles. (d) The collision rig is created by adding two gray rectangular masses, which are pulled together by the black springs, in
between each pair of handles.

origin (dark blue) and response (light blue) handles and tags
them as ‘rest.’ The origin handles specify regions that should
move only based on the primary motion, since these handles
directly inherit the motion of the underlying mesh. Response
handles indicate regions that should sway and jiggle, and more
densely spaced response handles introduce more degrees of
freedom for deformation. Users can either manually specify
the response handle locations or automatically distribute the
response handles in a uniform Poisson distribution according
to a user-specified target density (low, medium or high).

As with the follow rig, the rest pose rig generates a set of refer-
ence points (grey) that connect to the response handles. In this
case, we want the reference points to define the rest shape of
the underlying part based on the current state of the character.
Thus, we position and orient the reference points where the
response handles would be given the overall deformation in-
duced by the set of control handles at the current frame. If we
simply set the response handles to the corresponding reference
point positions and orientations, the underlying part would just
deform based on the primary motion. Instead, we attach refer-
ence points to their corresponding handles with linear springs,
that directly pull each handle towards its reference in a more
organic manner. As with the follow rig, we add additional
springs between response handles to increase stability and to
propagate deformations across the underlying part (Figure 6b).
These springs form a lattice by connecting each handle to its
five nearest neighbors. This lattice encapsulates the structure
of large jiggling areas such as the ballerina’s tutu (Figure 1).

However, if a character part is long and skinny like the snow-
man’s scarf or the girl’s hair (Figure 1), a lattice connecting

the handles is not necessary since the structure of the artwork
is better represented as a 1D rope. In that case, we connect the
handles together with springs in sequence. To attach the re-
sponse handles to their reference points, we found that angular
springs, which try to maintain the relative angles between each
pair of adjacent handles, produce the most pleasing result (Fig-
ure 6c). In particular, if a character has a part that is very curly
or bent in its rest pose, such as the legs of a frog (Figure 11h),
angular springs prevent parts from stretching unnaturally and
create a curling or pendulum-like motion when returning to
the rest position. From these two structures of our rest pose
rig, lattice or rope based, the user can decide which to use
based on the shape of the artwork. Artwork with larger areas is
better adapted to the lattice rest pose rig while long and skinny
artwork is better adapted to the rope rest pose rig.

The rest pose rig exposes a similar set of parameters as the
follow rig. The ‘stretchiness’ parameter varies the stiffness of
the springs connecting adjacent handles modifying the amount
of squash and stretch in the motion. Changing the strength
of the springs connecting the response handles to the refer-
ence points produces different types of oscillating motion. To
achieve swaying or dangling motions, the animator can re-
duce the stiffness of these springs, which allows the handles
the freedom to deviate further from the rest pose. For tighter
jiggling motions, the animator can stiffen the springs, which
causes the handles to oscillate more closely around their orig-
inal positions. Such behavior is evident in the tutu of the
ballerina bear (Figure 1). In addition, we found that jiggling
typically works better when we add a small number of handles
to the appendage (which produces a more rigid deformation)



while swaying motions often require more handles to produce
a smoother result, as seen in the scarf of the snowman in Fig-
ure 1. If the artist combines the rest pose rig with other rigs,
the strength of the connection between the handles and the
reference scaffold determines how much influence the rest
pose has on the motion and how quickly the handles return to
their rest configuration.

As an alternative to our design, we also experimented with a
rig that treats every layer mesh vertex as a response handle.
While this approach has the advantage of being fully automatic
(i.e., the user does not have to specify the density of the rig or
manually specify response handle locations), we found that it
did not provide sufficient control over the resulting behavior.
In particular, distributing response handles based solely on the
mesh does not allow users to refine the swaying/jiggling be-
havior by varying the amount of deformation across different
parts of the character.

Collision Rig
Our collision rig allows users to specify parts of the character
that detect and respond to collisions, thereby inducing sec-
ondary effects. Figure 5c shows a collision rig (green) applied
to the girl’s umbrella. Similar to the follow rig, users define a
collision rig by adding an ordered sequence of handles. These
handles form a boundary that collides with other collision rigs
and particles. The boundary can either be open or closed. For
example, for the fish in a bowl shown in Figure 2, we create a
closed collision rig around the body of the fish and an open,
horseshoe-shaped boundary around the contour of the bowl
with a gap at the top. As the underlying layer mesh of the fish
moves and deforms, the collision rig moves with it.

To actually detect collisions with the rig, we construct collision
geometry between each pair of adjacent handles. In particular,
we connect adjacent handles with two thin rectangles, whose
lengths are equal to the distance between the handles. We set
the mass of the rectangles based on their area using a constant
density that we found worked well for all examples. Each
rectangle is connected to one of the point masses with a pivot
joint. In addition, the rectangular masses are connected to each
other with a 1D spring so that they can pull apart from each
other (while keeping their relative orientation fixed). With
this configuration, the point masses can rotate and stretch
without creating gaps in the collision rig (Figure 6d). One
limitation of the setup is that a very large deformation causing
adjacent handles to move farther apart than twice their rest
pose distance will result in gaps in the collision rig. However,
we did not encounter this problem for any of our examples.
We detect all collisions between the collision geometry of
different rigs and between collision rectangles and particles
via Box2D.

For parameters, the user can change the ‘stretchiness’ along
the rig’s length by tuning the stiffness of the springs connecting
the rectangular shapes. In practice, looser connection springs
allow for smoother animations since the boundary can change
its length to handle extreme deformations instead of contorting
its shape.

Environmental physical forces
Because our rigs are built on top of physical elements in a
constrained dynamics framework, it is simple to have them
interact with physical forces. We allow the artist to add grav-
ity and wind to their animation. The user controls the force
of gravity and the velocity, direction and randomness of the
wind. In addition, we allow the user to create emitters that
spawn particles along their length in a particular direction.
Each particle is a point mass that is attached to a piece of
artwork. The point masses interact with our collision rig by
detecting and resolving collisions between themselves and the
bodies that compose the collision rig. We use this emitter to
create examples of rain falling and lily pads floating on a river
(Figures 11i and 11h).

Composing Rigs
To combine the different rigs described above, the user can
either attach separate rigs (with separate sets of handles) to
different parts of a character, or they can reuse the same set
of handles to produce multiple types of secondary motion
(Figure 7). When combining rigs on the same set of handles,
users can manipulate the parameters of each rig to control
their relative influence in the final animation. In our octopus
result, a follow rig and a rest pose rig are both applied to each
of her tentacles (Figure 11b). The follow strength is set to
be stronger than the rest strength causing the tentacles to trail
along the motion path more than they jiggle.

In addition, all collision rigs are combined with rest pose rigs.
By varying the strength of the springs connecting the response
handles to their corresponding rest pose rig reference points,
users can achieve different effects. Very tight connection
springs keep the handles close to their initial rest configuration
creating a rigid collision rig, as shown in the arm and fish
bowl examples in Figure 2. Loosening the springs allows the
collision rig to deform while still encouraging the rig to return
to its rest pose after contact. For the sleeve and fish in Figure 2,
the deformable collision rig ensures that the fish stays circular
while squishing against the side of the bowl and the sleeve
floats back to its original position after the arm moves up.

Figure 7: Combining all the rigs on the same set of handles. The rest
pose rig reference points are the gray circles floating vertically on the
left. The follow rig reference points are the gray circles on the path
while the 1D rope simulation is on the far left. The collision rig is the
gray rectangles connecting the handles.



Figure 8: Top, the system for adding our rigs to a character. Bottom, the
system for tuning the parameters and performing an animation.

SYSTEM UI
We implemented our prototype as a plug-in to Adobe Charac-
ter Animator (Ch)[2], a commercially available performance-
based 2D animation system. Our rigs inter-operate with the
core primary motion authoring features of Ch (e.g., direct
handle manipulation, facial performance capture).

In our rigging interface (Figure 8 top), users select a rig type
by pushing the appropriate mode button and then clicking on
the layered artwork to create handles. Shift-clicking creates
origin handles and regular clicks create response handles. Dur-
ing rigging, users can also add external forces (e.g., wind)
and particle emitters to the scene. Our animation interface
(Figure 8 bottom) allows the user to specify primary motion
via direct manipulation of control handles. The interface in-
cludes a large live preview of the character and a panel for
manipulating the rig parameters. Modifying rig parameters
immediately updates the secondary motion behavior. See our
video for examples of rigging and animating with our system.

USER STUDY
To investigate the effectiveness of our approach, we conducted
an exploratory study where people used our system and pro-
vided feedback on our rigging and performance-driven ani-
mation tools. We recruited eight participants with a range of
animation expertise; two had no prior experience, two had
some experience, and four had extensive experience creating
2D animations.

In each study session, the participant performed the following
three tasks highlighting our three rig types:

Follow task: Apply a follow rig to the banner of the airplane
character (Figure 5a). Animate the plane flying through the
air, and tune the follow parameters to create a pleasing
trailing motion for the banner.

Rest pose task: Apply a rest pose rig to the ghost (Fig-
ure 5b). Animate the character floating in the forest, and
tune the rest pose parameters to create the desired swaying
motion for the body of the ghost.

Collision task: Apply a collision rig to the umbrella of the
girl in the rainy day scene (Figure 5c). In addition, add
a rest pose rig to the hat to make it jiggle as she moves.

Animate the girl walking across the frame, and tune the rest
pose parameters to create the desired jiggling motion for
the hat.

For parameters, we exposed ‘stretchiness’ and ‘strength’ for
the participants to control. Before each task, we used a dif-
ferent character to demonstrate the relevant rigging procedure
and how the parameters influence the secondary motion. In all
tasks, users created the final animation by directly dragging
the character with the mouse. As noted earlier, our system
is implemented as a plug-in to Adobe Ch, which supports a
broader range of primary motion authoring tools. However, we
intentionally focused on somewhat narrow, well-defined tasks
rather than the overall functionality of Ch to evaluate our core
contributions. After each task, participants rated the rigging
workflow, parameter adjustment process, and the quality of
the resulting secondary effects on a Likert scale (Figure 9).
We also solicited verbal feedback on their experience using
the system. Each session lasted approximately 45 minutes.

Findings
Overall, participants were able to quickly produce a range
of secondary effects across the three tasks. The responses
to the Likert questions (Figure 9) indicate that participants
found it easy to create the various rigs and were pleased with
the secondary motion they produced. In general, they also
found the rig parameters easy to adjust, although this statement
was a bit less true for the ghost character. From the verbal
feedback, it appears that participants did not fully understand
the tradeoffs between the effects of adding response handles to
different parts of the ghost’s body and the parameter settings.
Please refer to our accompanying materials to view the results
produced from our user study.

Most users ran into similar difficulties. All participants had to
be reminded during at least one of the tasks to explicitly create
an origin handle (rather than creating only response handles).
Half of our participants were also confused about some of
the parameter names and ranges. However, after spending a
few minutes adjusting the parameter settings, they were able
to achieve a pleasing result. In addition, two thirds of our
participants wanted to apply different parameter settings to
different groups of handles. For instance, when animating the
airplane, users wanted to make the rope of the banner very
stiff and the cloth part stretchy. When animating the ghost,
users wanted to make the handles in the middle of the body
sway less than those at the bottom edge of the character.

For the girl in the rain, several users wanted to make the
umbrella jiggle (in addition to the hat), and some wanted to
adjust the bounce and friction of the falling raindrops. It is
possible to make all of these refinements in our system, but we
simplified the set of the features for the study in order to focus
on the core rigging and parameter tuning operations. Note that
we created our own version of the girl in the rain scene where
the umbrella does jiggle (see accompanying video).

Finally, it is worth noting that both novices and expert anima-
tors appreciated our system. The novices said that creating
animations was fun and accessible, and the experienced ani-
mators said that our rigs were a great way to quickly produce
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I found the rigging
process easy.

I was able to easily �nd the 
proper parameter settings to 

produce the desired animation.

I like the secondary motions
 that I was able to produce.

Figure 9: User study responses for the airplane (red), ghost (gray), and
girl in the rain (yellow) examples on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to
5 (strongly agree). In our plot, the thick gray line is the median, the box
represents 50% of the data between the first and third quartiles, and the
whiskers mark the extremes.

secondary motion that they could further refine using tradi-
tional animation curves (in non-live settings).

RESULTS
To explore the operating range of our approach, we used our
system to create short animations with twelve different char-
acters (Figure 11). After creating the input layered artwork,
we annotated each character with one or more control handles
and, in some cases, “weld” attachment handles between lay-
ers. Please see our supplemental materials for more details
about the exact handle placements for each character. This
annotation process is necessary to prepare the characters for
primary motion and took between 5 and 15 minutes per ex-
ample. Finally, to generate secondary motion we applied our
composable rigs, which took less than one minute for each
character. To author the final animations, we directly per-
formed the primary motion by dragging the control handle
with a mouse. We ran our system on a MacBook Pro, 2.5 GHz
Intel Core i7, 16GB 100 MHz DDR3. We used a Javascript
port of Box2D [15] for our physical simulations which all
ran in real-time. The simulation time per frame at 24 FPS
ranges from 1.03 ms for the ghost to 5.97 ms for the frog. The
animation time per frame at 24 FPS ranges from 4.83 ms for
the snowman to 17.16 ms for the swinging girl.

The results demonstrate the variety of secondary animations
that our rigs are able to generate. Figure 11 summarizes all
of the animations, which appear in our accompanying video
and materials. We use follow rigs to produce trailing motion
for appendages like the airplane banner (11a) and octopus
tentacles (11b), as well as the actual body of the dragon, which
follows the trajectory defined by its head (11c). Rest pose rigs
allow us to generate the jiggling of the bear’s tutu (11d) and
the ghost’s body (11j), and the swaying of the girl’s hair (11e)
and the snowman’s scarf (11k). These rigs also add subtle
rocking motion to background elements like the ocean kelp
(11b), tree leaves (11e), and grass (11l). Finally, collision rigs
produce a variety of interactions between characters and their
environments. The lily pads that the frog pushes away (11h)
and the raindrops that bounce off the girl’s umbrella (11i)
are represented as particles. The fish (11g) deforms when
it collides with the rigid contour of the bowl, and multiple
collision boundaries on the different layers of the dancer’s

dress produce complex interactions as her leg moves up and
down (11f).

Several examples leverage the composability of our rigs. For
example, in addition to the follow rig on the dragon’s body, rest
pose rigs on the mane and tail make those parts jiggle as the
character moves (11c). For the octopus, we add rest pose rigs
that cause the tentacles to glide back to their rest state when the
primary motion stops (11b). In addition, as discussed in the
Composing Rigs section, all of the collision rigs incorporate
rest pose rigs whose connection spring strength determines
how rigid the boundary remains after contact.

As previously mentioned, our rigs can work with different
constrained dynamics simulation engines. For the ghost, we
generated results with both our default rigid body simulator, as
well as an FEM-based simulator that prevents triangle flipping
under extreme deformations (Figure 10).

In generating our results, we experimented with a range of
primary motions (airplane) and rig parameter settings (octopus,
ghost, snowman). Please refer to our accompanying materials
for the individual character animations.

CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a set of tools that allow artists to easily
add and manipulate secondary motion on their characters in
a live performance environment. Our solution augments the
layer-based representation of illustrated characters to enable
secondary motion via physical simulation. We propose a set
of physically-inspired rigs – Follow rig, Rest pose rig, and
Collision rig – which propagate motion between the layers
of an illustrated character in a way that produces plausible
and controllable secondary animation. The simplicity of our
approach is one of its strengths. From an implementation
perspective, our rigs are built on top of common physical
primitives (e.g., springs, pivots, and masses) and physical
forces (e.g. gravity, wind and collisions) already supported
by many physical simulators. For users (even the novices in
our study), our composable rigs are easy to create and control
via a small set of parameters. Moreover, participants in our
study indicate that our rigs could be used for creating a variety
of compelling secondary animations. At the same time, our
system is versatile enough to achieve a wide range of animated
behaviors. To exhibit the expressive scope of these rigs, we
demonstrate a range of secondary motions in a dozen example
scenes (Figure 11).

(a) Rigid body simulator (b) FEM-based simulator
Figure 10: Our default simulation method (a) works in most instances
but can fail in some extreme cases.



Future work and limitations. While this paper covers a
broad range of secondary animation on a variety of charac-
ters, there remain additional areas for exploration. One could
improve the process of creating layered character artwork
for animation. To automate this process, one could provide
artists with pre-built, templated scaffoldings that they would
fill in with the particular character parts (e.g., torso, head,
arms, legs). In addition, there could be an automatic process
that decomposes a single, flat drawing of a character into a
layered hierarchy by learning from examples. Another area
of future work, the creation of extra controls, was proposed
by participants in our user study. For example, they requested
the ability to separate handles of our rigs into groups to have
finer control rather than just changing the parameters for the
whole rig. Such improvements require additional thought as
to how to provide extra controls without inducing too steep
a learning curve for novices. Finally, we would like to relax
our assumption that the underlying artwork driven by the rigs
is unchanging. In some cases, the artist might prefer to swap
out the artwork. For instance, if an extreme pose deforms the
current artwork in a unpleasant way or if the character deforms
to a position where one might want to show the reverse side,
new artwork would be beneficial. More research is necessary
to incorporate multiple pieces of artwork in different poses or
positions into the secondary animation.

Artists creating one-shot animations possess neither the time
nor the extra degrees of control to perform the secondary
animation above and beyond the primary motion. The goal of
this work is to make it easier for both novice and experienced
animators to add secondary animation to illustrated characters.
Our proposed rigs enable more animators to add extra richness
to their characters, thereby enhancing the stories in which
they are featured. Finally, while our approach is designed
for a live performance environment, it is also applicable to
offline/keyframed pipelines by alleviating the intense manual
effort required to add secondary motion in 2D animations.
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(a) Trailing motion: Follow rig. Parameters:
Stretchiness = 80, Follow strength = 100.

(b) Trailing motion: Follow rig, rest pose rig,
wind. Parameters: Stretchiness = 90, Follow
strength = 46, Follow return duration = 30 frames,
Rest strength = 25.

(c) Trailing motion, jiggling: Follow rig, rest
pose rig. Body parameters: Stretchiness = 70, Fol-
low strength = 91. Main, tail parameters: Stretchi-
ness = 100, Rest strength = 8.

(d) Jiggling: Rest pose rig. Parameters: Stretchi-
ness = 95, Rest strength = 3.

(e) Swaying, jiggling: Rest pose rig. Parameters:
Stretchiness = 97, Rest strength = 22.

(f) Collision rig. Parameters: Stretchiness = 96,
Rest strength = 31.

(g) Collision rig. Parameters: Stretchiness = 98,
Rest strength = 99.

(h) Jiggling: Rest pose rig, collision rig, particle
emitter, wind. Leg parameters: Stretchiness = 100,
Rest strength = 5.

(i) Jiggling: Rest pose rig, collision rig, particle
emitter, wind, gravity. Hat parameters: Stretchi-
ness = 40, Rest strength = 5. Umbrella parameters:
Stretchiness = 50, Rest strength = 10.

(j) Swaying, jiggling: Rest pose rig. Parameters:
Stretchiness = 97, Rest strength = 22.

(k) Swaying: Rest pose rig. Parameters: Stretchi-
ness = 40, Rest strength = 50.

(l) Swaying, jiggling: Rest pose rig, wind. Wing
parameters: Stretchiness = 70, Rest strength = 3.
Tail params: Stretchiness = 90, Rest strength = 10.

Figure 11: Secondary motion for twelve characters with various rigs. See accompanying video for the animations.
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